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Higher education: demand vs. austerity 

Opportunities: a global growth sector 

» Governments increasingly link higher education to competitive positioning and economic development 

» Universities provide opportunity for labour force preparation, research and technological discoveries 

for a global, knowledge-based economy 

» Rising demand from students, domestic and foreign 

» Ability to diversify revenues: tuition, research, fundraising, endowment income if regulatory 

environment allows 

Challenges: issues are more complex in a less stable financial world 

» Central government funding under substantial pressure in many countries 

» Globalizing → cross-border flows of students, faculties increasing → competition 

» Much capital stock not refurbished since end of WWII 

» Franchises get stronger or re-organise; pressure to differentiate roles of schools in national systems 

Traditional funding sources remain strong, but university systems are looking at new 

sources of funding 
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Lessons of the credit crisis recast debt options 

Traditional sources: operating cash flow, government subsidy, bank debt 

Most developed countries depend highly on government keep fees low, with strong 

government influence on activities 

» US has long history of using debt, greater independence on fees, and ‗trading on the strength of the 

franchise‘ 

» US public universities have become financially quasi-independent and better-managed as 

government funding and regulation slowly weakens 

Bank financing – flexible, often lower cost, but with refinancing risks 

P3 (PPP, ‗project financings‘) – for specific assets with dedicated revenue; less flexible; 

maybe off-balance sheet 

Bonds – lock in long term rates (low now), minimise refinancing risk, control covenants 
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Macquarie University (Australia) 

35,000 students, market niche in New South Wales (Sydney), Aa2 March 2010 

» Attracts students from region and international 

» Strong academic reputation in business, economics and social sciences draws  

Financial sources 

» Solid support from the Commonwealth, majority of capital facilities 

» Cash flow from operating surpluses; debt was bank loans 

Macquarie wanted to proceed with strategic plan and development, which could have 

slowed if solely funded by traditional sources  

» Strategic plan includes new private-sector hospital, linked to Australian School of Advanced Medicine; 

other capital development plans supporting growth of franchise 

» Financing options: trade-offs of interest costs, diversification, and loan duration   

» Adding domestic and foreign currency bonds, $A 250 million 
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National University of Singapore 

31,000 students, flagship institution, Aaa Nov 2008 

Research-intensive, comprehensive university  

» One of three public universities in the country (new one announced); comprehensive programs, 

including business and medicine 

» 2006 corporatised for greater autonomy; but board still nominated by government to include leading 

business figures and rep from Ministry of Education 

Financial sources 

» Government grants for operations (per-student basis), research, and capital 

» Debt free to 2008 

NUS capital program S$2.6 billion 2009/14 supports plan for growing enrollment, 

particularly graduate 

» Debt Grant Framework (DGF) 40% capital grant and 60% DS subsidies 

» June 2009 S$250 million issued from S$1 billion EMTN 
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Keele University (United Kingdom) 

11,000 students, niche as campus college, two hours from London; Aa1 in 2007 

» Primarily undergraduate with 70% of students living on a single campus 

» Expanding graduate programs and research initiatives.   

Financial sources 

» Government grant, student fees, 28% of revenues coming from commercial activities, including 

residential and conference offerings 

» Strong regulation and direct funding through HEFCE (Higher Education Funding Council of England), 

covers 132 higher education institutions in England   

2000, increased investment in student residences, consolidate campus with off-balance 

sheet deal  

» Securitized the majority of student rents, first in the UK; bonds secured by rents from a majority of 

Keele‘s on-campus student accommodation 

» Fills these facilities before other housing; Keele remains responsible for collection and receives an 

annual fee from the transaction for its services   

» £50 million repaid other debt and funded new capital; extension in 2007 nets £45m more proceeds 
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Conclusion 

Governments face a hard choice –   

» Keep tight regulation, even if it means failing to meet demands for growth by universities  

» …or loosening reins over fees, debt and labour practices to allow universities more independence to 

grow 

Strong credit quality could be tapped from franchise and from supportive long-term 

government policy 

» Demand for services growing over a long period of time 

» Trend to continue due to emphasis on national economic competitiveness 

Universities may look increasingly to access debt to support development of a strong 

franchise, despite constrained public funding 

Some universities could use (or seek) sufficient autonomy to draw on higher fees or 

contributions from its strength of franchise 

Horses for courses: plans will tailor financing options to match school‘s priorities and 

challenges 
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